
Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/01/18 22:38
_____________________________________

I know i ask this question probably before but here we go :)

I want to change the PDF certificate with the template i have. The template is picture and i have the Date of the person
taking the quiz, the generated ID of the quiz and the Name of the user taking the quiz. Is there any easy why this can be
done?

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/01/19 07:52
_____________________________________

Hello,

Open "Text templates" page on component backend and edit template which is used for PDF certificate.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/01/19 13:47
_____________________________________

So can you tell me exactly how i can put picture to be generate in PDF with all the Parameters inside?

{$UserName}
{$QuizName}
{$EndDate}

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/01/19 13:52
_____________________________________

Could you specify what HTML code you use in template what doesn't work?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/01/19 13:58
_____________________________________

I don't use any code that's why i'm asking you.

I have a JPEG photo of our Certificate. I want to generate this photo in PDF with Ari quiz. I want to use your Parameters
inside my photo in specific places. I have create the photo this way:

                          NAME {$UserName}

                      
                      Name of the QUiz {$QuizName}



DATE  {$EndDate} 
ID
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I hope is clear now

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/01/20 11:13
_____________________________________

Use absolute (or relative) positions for text elements. HTML code will look like:


{@doc_format:landscape}

  {$UserName}



Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/02/15 21:22
_____________________________________

admin wrote:
Use absolute (or relative) positions for text elements. HTML code will look like:


{@doc_format:landscape}

  {$UserName}



Regards,
ARI Soft

When i paste this code the certificate is inside the content. When i click Certificate button is going to generate the PDF of
that?

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/02/15 22:01
_____________________________________

Nevermind i found it

Certificate successful template

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/06/17 19:35
_____________________________________

I did everything you told me. I make the code I put the photo of the certificate but when i generate the certificate is
broken. Can you tell me which pdf generator ari quiz is using? Where i can change the settings for that?

This is the code i'm using:
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{$UserName}
{$QuizName}
{$EndDate}
{$StatisticsInfoId}000


and my certificate.jpg is 2500 x 3300 px

I can send you the pdf ari quiz is generating on PM

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/06/18 05:31
_____________________________________

I send you all the info on your email.

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/06/18 16:36
_____________________________________

Did you check the email i send you? I really need your help with this

Thanks

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/06/18 20:31
_____________________________________

The extension uses DOM PDF library and it doesn't support background-size CSS property. Resize the image to
814x1055 size and use the following HTML code for the template:


{@doc_format:portrait}
@page { margin: 0px; }

{$UserName}
{$QuizName}
{$EndDate}
{$StatisticsInfoId}000



Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/06/19 05:57
_____________________________________

Thank you for the reply. It there any way we can use fpdf library?

============================================================================
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Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/06/19 06:43
_____________________________________

It requires modification of the extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/06/19 06:49
_____________________________________

Last question:

{$EndDate} is coming with the hours and seconds. How to remove this from the result? I want only the date: 06-19-2016

Right now it's generating something like this: 06-19-2016 14:40:40

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/06/19 12:19
_____________________________________

Use the following code:

{$EndDate|date_format:m-d-Y}

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by niki - 2016/10/04 17:19
_____________________________________

admin wrote:
The extension uses DOM PDF library and it doesn't support background-size CSS property. Resize the image to
814x1055 size and use the following HTML code for the template:


{@doc_format:portrait}
@page { margin: 0px; }

{$UserName}
{$QuizName}
{$EndDate}
{$StatisticsInfoId}000



Regards,
ARI Soft

We just saw we have problem with that code. The names are different positions on all the certificates. For example one
name is 2 words other one are 4 so the name are align always to the left... Can you tell me how to make the name
center?

{$UserName}
{$QuizName}
to be center
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I try changing the left to center but is not working

Thanks

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/10/04 17:34
_____________________________________

Use:


{$UserName}


instead of:


{$UserName}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by Toktassynov - 2016/12/29 12:20
_____________________________________

Hello Dear Admin, I want to set page margins to 0 when generating PDF by adding this line of code to the template:
@pageÂ {Â margin:Â 0px;Â }

But it the editor always omits this code. How to I manage it?

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2016/12/30 11:49
_____________________________________

Hello,

Open "Site -> Global Configuration" page on Joomla! backend then open "Text Filters" tab. For the Super Users group
(or other user group(s) set "Filter Type" to "No Filtering".

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by Toktassynov - 2017/01/04 05:30
_____________________________________

Ãt doesn't work. Do you have any other solutions?

============================================================================

Re:Change the generated PDF Certificate
Posted by admin - 2017/01/04 07:50
_____________________________________
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It is a problem with WYSIWYG editor settings. We disabled WYSIWYG editor in "ARI Quiz" settings (see "ARI Quiz ->
Config -> Main settings -> Editor"  parameter) and the code is saved fine.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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